sustainable solution

Implementation of Multitank in Supply Chain

1.

Current Situation - Drums

6 x full trucks will depart from Factory A
1 x full truck x 100 Drums x 154 kg
6 x full Trucks x 15.400 kg

= 15.400 kg NDW
= 92.400 kg NDW

Factory A

6 x full

2 x empty

Factory B

2 x Truck with 300 empty Drums will depart from Factory B
1 x Truck x 300 Drums x 220 litres
2 x trucks x 66.000 lt

= 66.000 lt

= 132.000 lt

2.

Evaluation - Multitank

6 x full trucks will depart from Factory A
1 x full truck x 56 Multitank x 285 kg
6 x full Trucks x 15.960 kg

= 15.960 kg NDW
= 95.760 kg NDW

3,6 %
More Net Drained Weight

Factory A

6 x full

1 x empty

Factory B

1 x Truck with 360 empty Multitank will depart from Factory B
360 Multitank x 385 litres

= 138.600 lt

110 %
Less Transport Cost

3.

Introduction

Product:

Table Olives

Current Packaging:

Plastic Drum 220 litres

Scope:
Examine the use of an alternative packaging material for
intra – logistic between production factories.
Targets:
1. Reduce transportation cost
2. Reduce Labour Cost
3. Improve handling
4. Improve Safety
5. Improve Traceability
6. Reduce CO2 emissions

Business Proposal:

Implementation of Multitank in Supply chain

Presentation of the Product:
Multitank is an RPP (Reusable Plastic Packaging) IBC for packing, storing and transporting food
products. Designed especially for olives and combines many features.

Basic Specifications:
Material:
High Impact Polypropylene
Dimensions: Top:
1000 x 800 mm
Bottom:
800 x 600 mm
Height:
920 mm
Weight:
32 kg
Useful Volume:
385 litres
Static Stacking:
Dynamic Stacking:

Dynamic Stacking

4 x Multitank (up to 35o C)
3 x Multitank (up to 45o C)
2 x Multitank

Static Stacking

Process Stages

4.

Process:
Below we will describe the implementation of Multitank in your process, according our experience
with different olive factories in Europe and in USA. We will compare current situation (drums) and
we will evaluate the differences.

1. Receiving and storing empty packaging material
Receive 1 x truck with 250 – 300 empty drums each time. This is 55.000 – 66.000 lt capacity
Empty & storing: You need 2 x workers for 60 minutes.

Receive 1 x truck with 360 Multitank each time. This is 138.600 lt capacity
Empty & storing: You need 1 x worker + 1 x forklift for max 60 minutes.

75 %

Reduction of labour cost
and fuel

2. Moving empty packaging to production area.
Moving empty drums to production area happens the most of the times with a forklift
carrying maximum 6-10 drums each time (2.200 lt capacity)

You can carry 11 x empty Multitank with one move
(34.235 lt capacity)

50 %

Reduction of labour cost

Process Stages

5.
3. Filling

Multitank can be placed under the collection table (line), exactly like the drum, without any
modification. Can role to a conveyor with or without a pallet.
Time of filling depending on size and type of the olives
- Pitted:
130 kg NDW
- Hole or stuffed:
154 kg NDW
In Multitank you can fill safely:
- Pitted:
240 kg NDW
- Hole or stuffed:
285 kg NDW

45 %

Less changes per line

Worker has enough time to prepare next
Multitank, and close the ready one.

4. Closing
Closing the drums is a very simple. Add the net fill the brine and turn the lid.
After finalizing the level of the brine, sometimes users, use a special tool to enforce strength
for secure closing.
Closing Multitank is simple. User add the nets, add the Main Lid, secure in the 4 x corners
with 4 x pins and fill with brine. After finalizing the level of the brine, the user has two
options:
1. Close the Multitank with some pins more (we recommend at least 8 x pins)
2. Add 4 x plastic stripes

Stripes

8 x pins

Process Stages

6.

5. Handling
To handle drums you need special manual drum lifter or special tools in the forklift. To
move and store drums you need a wooden pallet (not compiled in food industry)

Multitank has an integrated pallet base. You can move 2 x Multitank without any risk due
to pallet feet holders. It is almost impossible to fall and loose olives or have an accident.

-

No pallet cost

-

Maximize safety

-

No accidents

-

No Special Equipment

-

No man strength

6. Traceability
In the drum you can put labels in insufficient places. Sometimes you need to
move the drum to track the label
-

4 x Label places in the Body
2 x Safety Seal Holders
Visual Label Places in the Lid
22 Safety Pins

-

Colour – Product Separation
Embedded Company’s Logo in the Body
Embedded Coding or Counting Label in the Body
RFID (optional)

7.

Process Stages

7. Storing Ready Products – Faster Quality Control
You can store drums only in one layer and you need two aisles in both sides.
Quality inspection by worker: One move every 220 lt
You can stack minimum 3 x Multitank one over the other. You will need less aisles in
the sides. Quality inspection by worker: One move every 385 lt.

Tip: Place it next to each other
with the round lid facing the side of
the aisle. You will save up to 75%
storage space comparing to the
drums and the quality control will be
faster and easier.

2823mm

75 %

Reduction of
Storage Space

45 %

Less labour cost for
Quality Inspection

8.

Process Stages

8. Loading Truck or Container – (Gross Weight Limit 24.000 kg)

Loading a Truck with pallets:
Loading a Truck without pallets:

96 Drums in one layer
100 Drums in one layer

x 154 kg
x 154 kg

= 14.784 kg NDW
= 15.400 kg NDW

Loading a 40’ Ctr with pallets:

84 Drums in two layers

x 154 kg

= 12.936 kg NDW

Loading a 40’ Ctr without pallets

88 Drums in two layers

x 154 kg

= 13.552 kg NDW

10 % average

With Multitank you need only one forklift and
no other additional packaging materials
(stripes, belts, wood plates pallets)

Loading a Truck:

56 Multitank

Loading a 40’ Ctr:

56 Multitank

40’ Ctr

Reduction of
Transport Cost

x 285 kg

x 285 kg

Truck

= 15.960 kg NDW

= 15.960 kg NDW

9.

Process Stages

9. Unloading and storing ready products from a Truck or Container
Without pallets you will need at least two workers and 24 forklift moves to
unload one full truck

Working with long forklift forks, you will need only one forklift and 20 forklift
moves to unload one full truck

15 %

Less labour cost and fuel

10. Open
Open a drum is an easy procedure. Turn on the Lid and remove the net. Sometimes you
need a special tool to enforce strength

Opening Multitank is easy. You remove the pins with a regular 19mm key, remove
the main Lid and the Nets.
If there are plastic stripes, you have to cut with a knife

10.

Process Stages

11. Emptying
The most common ways to empty a drum are:
- Drum Dumper
- Drum Tipper

Multitank follows exactly the same process:
- Multi Dumper – working with Multitank and Drums
- Forklift Tipper

Multi Dumper

Drum accessory

Forklift Tipper

11.

Process Stages

12. Cleaning
Using a drum cleaning machine, you clean one by one each Drum. Time depends of the
Cleaning machine.
Using a hand pressure machine is difficult, due to the narrow lid and the height.

1. Use a simple liner to prevent Cleaning
Using a simple linear is a very common procedure
in food industry. It prevents direct contact with the
Multitank and ensure safety.
The cost is less than 1,00 € and is 100% recycled.

2. Using a hand pressure machine
The wide top of the Multitank and the small height, ensures full
access inside. A simple hand pressure machine and typical detergents,
can remove the dirt easily. Estimate cleaning time 180’ sec

3. Automatic Cleaning Machine (one by one)
Our Multi Washer cleans automatically a
complete Multitank in 120 – 180 seconds with
hot water.
Drying option is available as well.

4. Cleaning Tunnel
Large installations require a continues tunnel with a
conveyor. Cleaning and drying cycle is less than 120
seconds depending of the program.

